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without lid
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All dishes go from oven         to fridge/freeze

without lid without lid with fl aps unlocked 

 Cook it now... enjoy it later

Pyrex® is a trademark of Corning Incorporated used under license by International Cookware.
*thermal shock resistance 220°C EN 1183
-40°C and 300°C temperatures shown are the minimum and maximum that Pyrex® borosilicate glassware can withstand.

*

PRESERVATION FREEZER TRANSPORT REHEATING

4 versatile storage ranges to fi t your needs
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Cook&Heat range is made of a glass base roasters with handles combined with a patented lid with steam valves.  
You can cook, store & reheat in your microwave.

Cook&Go range is made of a glass base roasters combined with a leakproof & airtight lid with locking fl aps. 
You can cook, store & transport your recipes in complete safety.

Cook&Freeze range is made of a glass base roasters combined with a convenient lid. Angular shapes allow to save space in the freezer.
You can cook and store in the freezer or fridge to reheat in the oven safely.

Cook&Store range is made of a glass base roasters with handles combined with a convenient lid. 
You can cook, store & reheat your recipes later easily.

4 versatile storage ranges to fi t your needs

 Cook it now... enjoy it later
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COOK IT                                                                              FREEZE IT
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** conformément à l’obligation imposée par la loi N°2012-1442
Pyrex® is a trademark of Corning Incorporated used under license by International Cookware.

*thermal shock resistance 220°C EN 1183
-40°C and 300°C temperatures shown are the minimum and maximum that Pyrex® borosilicate glassware can withstand.

***
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